TREATMENT RESULTS

skin treatments

product of MEDICAL SWISS AG
Our skin plays an important role for the beauty and aesthetics. After all, each body’s appearance is defined by the look of the skin. The goal and the wish to obtain a smooth and clear skin, does neither have to remain only a dream, nor should that be achieved through an operative procedure. Our skin treatments and treatments for skin rejuvenation have been tested for years and have proved to be very successful in praxis. Through by us implemented IPL-technologies and our special treatment methods we offer a fast, safe and efficient method for the improvement of your skin condition.

SKIN REJUVENATION
Through a special high-energy light, cells are stimulated to produce new collagen and elastin. Furthermore, by activating a substance release, a healing process is activated, that influences the skin cell regeneration. The skin rejuvenation treatment is thereby free from adverse effects, the results are clearly visible: wrinkles and pores are getting visibly smaller, the skin firmness and flexibility improves considerably as the skin looks fuller and fresh – simply younger.

▲ Collagen build-up, smoother and firmer skin
▲ Improved skin condition, reduction of the pores
AGE SPOTS – LIVER SPOTS
Annoying superficial liver spots are dark pigmented spots that are formed by a surplus of the skin pigment melanin. These simple pigmented spots and also age spots present no health danger. Aesthetically they tend to be perceived as annoying. Through the light technology implemented by us, we offer you an elegant and safe way for their removal.

RED BLOOD VESSELS, FACIAL ERYTHROSIS, ROSACEA
Facial erythrosis are small bluish-red blood vessels that visibly shimmer through the skin and are recognisable as redness. The facial erythrosis is primarily most visible on cheeks and around the nose. Through a special light treatment, these blood vessels are purposefully heated up and they disappear completely already after one successful session. Apart from that, hemangioma and rosacea can be successfully treated as well.

ACTIVE ACNE
Acne is an inflammatory skin disease that can occur in youths, as well as in adults in different forms. The list of medicines and cosmetic preparations against acne is long. Unfortunately, the list of their adverse effects is just as long. At the same time, the success of these acne treatments is rarely satisfactory. With the IPL-Technology implemented by us, an effective method for acne treatment, implementable at any stage of acne, is at your disposal. Through a special treating light, the inflammations is suppressed, while in further sessions the glands of the acne are destroyed. We would be happy to consult you in detail about this special acne treatment at our premises.
Simply choose the best arguments for a truly long-lasting hair removal

- Professional consulting including informational conversation
- Successful and safe treatments
- We implement only powerful IPL-systems
- Very high quality and safety standards
- You will be treated by the most highly trained therapists
- Treatment documentation including all the treatment parameters
- Perfect follow-up care and check-ups

Competency
With us you will be treated by highly trained therapists experienced in skin problem solving, as well as skin rejuvenation. This way we can continuously assure a very high quality and security standard for every treatment.

Please, keep in mind
You should avoid intensive sunbathing or visits to solarium 4 weeks prior to the treatment. Please avoid everything that could additionally stress the skin on the very day of the treatment.